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With over thirty years of experience in AI technology and a broad shared 

expertise in the area of ethical, legal and social aspects of AI, our coalition

develops and implements responsible AI.

Depth and breadth, but most importantly: Responsible AI

Together we are building: 

 A strong knowledge base
 A magnet for talent
 State-of-the-art infrastructure
 Space for entrepreneurship and a competitive business environment
 A vibrant ecosystem and close collaboration in the quadruple helix



Moving forward.. 

“A group of nine
founders signing
an agreement”

DALL-E 2



Website: 
www.amsterdamai.com

Monthly newsletter

LinkedIn



The ICAI Labs are funded by their respective partners (knowledge institutes, industrial 
partners, governmental partners, and/or other not-for-profit organizations).

Amsterdam-based ICAI labs: 
•AI for Oncology lab

•AI4Forensics Lab

•AIM Lab

•AIRLab Amsterdam

•Atlas Lab

•CARA Lab (with Nijmegen)

•Civic AI Lab

•Cultural AI Lab

•Delta Lab

•Discovery Lab

•Explainable AI for Health Lab (with Leiden)

•Mercury Machine Learning Lab (with Delft)

•Police Lab AI (with Delft and Utrecht)

•POP-AART Lab

•QUVA Lab

•REM Lab (with Den Bosch)

•TAIM Lab (with Maastricht)



ELSA Labs (‘Ethical, Legal and Societal Aspects’) are places where 
research into technological developments is carried out that 
incorporates ethical, legal, societal and economic developments..”

• The AI, Media & Democracy Lab  already has ‘ELSA status’
• The AI, Health and Equity Lab is pending!



Establishing research programs around major themes such as generative AI, 

sustainability, and AI infrastructure. Creating more Amsterdam AI labs with a 

combination of both AI technology and ethical/legal/social aspects. 

Launching an Amsterdam AI traineeship program where students rotate across 

multiple companies and institutions. Creating space for entrepreneurship for both 

students and the scientific staff. Further strengthening the ecosystem through close 

collaboration in the quadruple helix.

Future outlook: Strengthening the network



Amsterdam AI Career event 

Spring 2024

https://ai020.nl


